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1. INTRODUCTION 

This Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan (NVMP) has been prepared for the High Street Upgrade 

Project (herein the Project) works to demonstrate that noise & vibration can be effectively managed over the 

construction phase of the project. This includes normal allocated working hours, that being 7am to 7pm Monday to 

Saturday (excluding Public Holidays) and ‘out of hours’, that being all times outside the previously defined normal work 

hours  

 

In the event that the Project seeks to work outside normal working hours, then an activity specific NVMP will be 

developed for all upcoming out of hours activities to the satisfaction of the City of Fremantle (herein ‘CoF’).  

 

It is intended a copy of the management plan(s) be forwarded to the following organisations: 

 Main Roads Western Australia (herein MRWA); 

 CoF; and  

 Georgiou for endorsement and implementation during Construction.  

2. PREFACE 

This plan provides guidance in noise control, investigation and identification of sources, measurements of sound, 

planning measures and the monitoring of their effectiveness with relation to Construction works to be carried out on 

the Project that may affect persons living in properties adjoining the site works. 

Georgiou has developed this NVMP as part of the Noise Management Sub-Plan (Appendix: B) which outlines the 

measures that will be adopted in the planning and implementation of demobilisation works on the Project to ensure 

compliance with legislative requirements. This Sub-Plan forms part of the formally approved Environmental 

Management Plan (7065-HSE-MP-003). 

3. SCOPE OF WORKS  

This NVMP has been prepared for the High Street Upgrade. The Project Works include all investigation, design and 

construction required to upgrade High Street between Stirling Highway and Carrington Street, including the High 

Street/Stirling Highway intersection. The Scope of Works includes the following activities: 

 High Street and Stirling Highway Upgrade; Design and construction of High Street in accordance with the 

specified lane configuration, including construction of a roundabout at the intersection of High Street and Stirling 

Highway and upgrade of intersections with Connecting Roads. 

 Structures; Design and construction of two shared path underpasses, one under High Street at Montreal Street 

and one under Stirling Highway at Forrest Street. Design and construction of retaining walls. 

 Connecting Roads; Design and construction of all connections, modifications and improvements necessary to 

Connecting Roads, access roads to properties and intersections. 

 Road safety barriers; Design and construction of road safety barriers. 

 Noise barriers; Design and construction of traffic noise mitigation structures. 

 Resurfacing of existing Pavements where lane markings change. 

 Traffic calming; Provision of a traffic calming treatment for the Wood Street/Forrest Street intersection including 

the construction of raised brick paving and two new parking bays. 
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 Accommodation works; Design and construction of accommodation works to properties affected by the Project 

Works including accesses. 

 Fencing; Provision of road reserve and other fencing. 

 Shared paths and footpaths; Provision of footpaths along High Street and other shared paths and footpaths 

including connections to the existing network. 

 Drainage; Design and construction and/or modification of all associated drainage including underground 

drainage, swales, basins, interconnected soak wells and subsoil drainage. 

 Traffic signals; De-commissioning of the existing traffic signals at High Street/Stirling Highway intersection. 

 Lighting; Design, installation, modification and upgrading of lighting. 

 Intelligent Transport System; Design and installation of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), in accordance with 

the ITS Concept Plans. 

 Signing and Pavement marking; Removal of signing and Pavement markings no longer required, provision of new 

signing and Pavement markings and modifications to existing signing and Pavement markings which are required 

as a consequence of the Project Works. 

 Services; Relocation or modification of all Services which are affected by work carried out by the Contractor in 

order to complete the Project Works. 

 Revegetation and landscaping; Design of revegetation and landscaping in accordance with the Urban and 

Landscape Design Framework. Construction of hard landscaping, and Revegetation and Landscaping Preparation 

Works. 

 Urban Aesthetic Requirements; Design and construction of urban design elements and treatments for the 

Project, in accordance with Appendix 26 and Appendix 27. 

 Modifications; Provision of all connections, modifications and improvements necessary to Connecting Roads and 

properties affected by the Project Works, including removal of redundant road infrastructure, modifications to 

drainage, traffic signals and islands and associated new lane markings as necessary. 

 Provision for future works; Design and construction of the Project Works to accommodate the later construction 

of the revegetation and landscaping works by another party in accordance with the revegetation and landscape 

design carried out by the Contractor. 

 Design; Design, verification and preparation of all documentation including detailed construction drawings and 

specifications in accordance with the design for the Project Works and Road Safety Audits.  

 Testing; Testing and commissioning of all equipment prior to opening the Project Works to traffic. 

 Others; Any other works described elsewhere in the Scope of Works and Technical Criteria other than the 

maintenance obligations described in clause 7. 

 Retention and protection of identified trees, as outlined within ‘Appendix 22 – Tree Protection Plan’ of the 

SWTC.  

4. NEARBY SENSITIVE RECEPTORS 

The project is located in a historically disturbed urban environment. The majority of the project area is currently road 
reserve, surrounded by residential, recreation and commercial properties. The environment is highly modified and 
has undergone extensive land clearing. Past and current land uses in the surrounding region include; 

- Road and road reserve; 
- Residential (most sensitive receptor(s)); 
- Service station; 
- Golf course; 
- Industrial; and 
- Quarry and landfill. 
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The majority of the sensitive receptors likely to be impacted by construction generated noise and vibration are 

adjoining residential properties.  

 

5. DISTURBING EFFECTS OF NOISE EXTERNAL TO THE SITE 

Noise and vibration can cause a variety of problems in the neighbourhood, such as interference with speech 

communication, disturbance of work or leisure, disturbance of sleep, annoyance and effects on mental and physical 

health. In addition, some people may be more sensitive to noise. 

Low-frequency noise generated at sites may cause significant disturbance over a range of distances if not effectively 

Controlled on site. The likely impact of low-frequency noise will be taken into consideration when planning all works. 

6. NOISE MANAGEMENT  

Please refer to Appendix B for the Noise & Vibration Management Plan 

6.1 Communication with Community and Neighbourhood 

Georgiou understands that an effective community relations program is essential to keep the stakeholders 

informed throughout the project development process and to become aware of any project-related impacts in a 

timely manner.  

As Out of hours work is required to facilitate the construction of this Project, Georgiou will inform the neighbouring 

community and nearest residents by letterbox drops with details of work to be carried out and the reason for 

carrying out the work. Contact details of the Main Roads Customer Information Centre will be included. (CIC) will 

be provided this notification and details of site team and emergency phone numbers for any enquiries or 

complaints. An example of the type of notification to be distributed to residents can be viewed in Appendix D of 

this plan. A letter will be distributed for each event where out of hours works is required in line with a formal 

approval from CoF in line with an activity specific NVMP. 

6.2 Adoption of best practice methods on site 

Georgiou will adopt the following universal work practices to minimise excessive noise during work: 

 Planning of works to avoid noisy activities during out of hours (where possible); 

 Regular identification of noisy activities and adoption of improvement techniques; 

 Where possible avoiding/minimise the use of equipment that generates impulsive noise; and 

 Scheduling respite periods (where practicable). 

 

6.3 Plant and Equipment 

Controlling noise at the source is one of the most effective methods of minimizing the impacts from any work site 

activities. We have specifically chosen to use plant & equipment on this project due to their low noise emissions.  

They will be operated in conjunction with specification requirements and we shall conduct: 

 Daily pre-start to ensure that all equipment are operating effectively, 

 Regular maintenance of plant as per manufacturer’s recommendations. 
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Table 1: List of anticipated equipment/plant to be used (not limited) during the construction phase of the Project 

and associated dB reading (at source) 

Type of equipment  Estimated dBA level (at source) 

Bobcat 104 

Chainsaw  96 

Excavator (10 tonne) 94 

Excavator (15 tonne) 96 

Dump truck (approx.. 15 tonnes) 108 

Vibratory Roller 114 

Truck (Semi-trailer) 106 

Hand Tools (electric) 96 

Generator (50 KVA) 101 

Jackhammer 108 

7. NOISE CALCULATOR  

As assessment using a ‘noise calculator’ for selected pieces of Plant will be used for out of hours activities, and the 

assessment will consider the following; 

 Legislative Requirements; 

 Decibel levels of equipment to be used;  

 Distance from sensitive receptors; and 

 Mitigation measures to be used. 

 

The noise calculator (Appendix D) takes into Consideration plant/equipment to be used, plant/equipment decibel 

output (Sound Power levels), distance from sensitive receptors which give us an indication of the predicted noise 

levels likely to be encountered based on the above influencing factors. The noise calculator suggests that with using 

the plant /equipment to complete the task, it is not possible to comply with the legislative requirements.  

 

8. COMPLAINT RESPONSE PROCEDURES 

The following procedure will be adopted in the event of obtaining a Noise / Vibration complaint:  The Main Roads WA 

Customer Information Centre (CIC) is manned by trained customer service staff 24 hours a day. The CIC team are 

provided with regular updates regarding the project works including notifications of out of hour’s works.  Complaints 

and enquiries received by the CoF must be directed to the Main Roads WA Customer Information Centre (CIC). If the 

CIC is unable to adequately respond to the enquiry, the CIC customer service representative will take the residents 

details and then contact the nominated project team member. The project team member will provide further 

information to resolve the enquiry. Pending the outcome, either the CIC customer service representative or the project 

Community and Stakeholder Engagement representative will contact the resident with further information.  
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Complaints are to be addressed within 24 hours of receipt. 

9. APPENDICES 

 Appendix A – Acceptance of Environmental Accountabilities & Responsibilities 

 Appendix B - Georgiou Noise & Vibration Management Plan 

 Appendix C – Example Letter to Residents for out of hours work 

 Appendix D – Noise compliance calculator  

 Appendix E – Allowable Noise Emissions 
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10. APPENDIX A - ACCEPTANCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTABILITIES & 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

  

 

 

Position Name Signature Date 

Project Manager          

Project Engineer j AA        

Superintendent   Sdg         

Supervisor    

HSE Representative                    31/   
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11. APPENDIX B - GEORGIOU NOISE AND VIBRATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Noise and Vibration Management Plan Responsibility 

Objectives & 

Targets 
 Refer to the Site HSEQ Objectives & Targets Document (section Error! Reference source not found. of this 

EMP) 

Project Manager 

Performance 

Criteria 

100% Compliance with Client & legal requirements 

100% achievement  with Site Objectives & targets 

Project Manager 

Mitigation 

Measures 

General 

 Compaction activities that have the potential to impact external stakeholders will 

consider: 

- Letter drops to local residents 

- Dilapidation reports 

- Static rolling 

- Oscillating compaction systems 

- Reduced amplitude settings  

- Pre & During Construction noise Monitoring 

 Excessive noise hazard areas will be demarcated and adequately signed and entry only 

permitted  to these areas when the required PPE is worn  

 Task rotation may be employed where practicable and when carrying out long tasks 

Project Manager 

Training and 

Competency  

 As part of the Site Induction, workers will be informed of the site specific controls 

required for noise and vibration management including:  

- Correct use of PPE 

- Use of monitoring equipment if required 

Project Engineer 
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Noise and Vibration Management Plan Responsibility 

Hours of Operation 

Construction activities are required to comply with the requirements of Regulation 13 of 

the 

Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997 (the Noise Regulations) for 

construction noise, which allows for construction noise to occur between 0700 – 1900 

hours, Monday to Saturday (excluding public holidays). For out of hours works, a 

Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan (CNVMP) will be required to be 

approved by the local government. 

Project 

Manager/Environmental 

Representative 

Plant, Equipment & 

Vehicles 

 Plant will be fitted with appropriate noise emission/vibration control equipment 

 Plant will be fitted with adequate seat suspension 

 Plant should be switched off when not in use, wherever practicable 

 Tasks using equipment that causes vibration to hands will be rotated at intervals to 

reduce exposure 

 Consideration may be given to the use of anti-vibration PPE 

 All plant, equipment and vehicles are to be regularly monitored and maintained and 

records kept of maintenance 

 Any abnormalities in expected noise or vibration emissions will be recorded in the 

plant’s log book and reported to the plant department. 

Plant Department 

 

Noise  

Georgiou will endeavour to carry out the following where practically possible; 

 Noise complaints to be recorded on Beakon 

 Locate site compound away from residents where possible 

 Undertake effective community consultation where there is a need to undertake work 

out of hours 

 Ensure machinery is as quiet 9well maintained) as is reasonably available 

 Limit working hours on those construction activities which generate significant noise; 

and design and construct noise mitigation structures 

 Monitoring noise levels for out of hours work near sensitive receptors (if required) 
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Vibration 

 Georgiou must limit ground vibrations in adjoining properties by ensuring that the 

ground particle velocities from any necessary operation of vibratory compaction or 

percussion equipment cause minimum nuisance and do not exceed any such limit that 

could result in damage to property, and at most 5 mm/s. 

 Contractor must seek to minimise the effects of vibrations in adjoining properties 

through the use of non-vibrating or lower vibrating construction methodologies or by 

operating plant as far away as practicable from those properties. 

 A baseline vibration measurement must be taken at two locations. The measurements 

must be taken at the commencement of construction activities involving the operation 

of vibratory compaction or percussion equipment. 

 The Contractor must continuously monitor vibration levels during construction 

activities involving the operation of vibratory compaction or percussion equipment, 

with real time notification when predetermined vibration limits are exceeded. 

 If complaints of nuisance levels of vibration from residents occur, the Contractor must 

advise Main Roads' Representative and respond to any complaint at the earliest 

opportunity but no later than 24 hours after the complaint is received. In addition, the 

Contractor must take vibration measurements at the affected residence. If the 

vibration limit of 5mm/s is exceeded during complaints Georgiou will reassess 

construction methodology to decrease vibratory energy being received at sensitive 

receptors. 

Project Engineer 

Property Condition 

Surveys 

 Prior to the start of any construction activity in a particular area of the Site, the 

Contractor must conduct and report on property inspections to establish the condition 

of all properties and structures that may be affected by the activity. Such inspection 

must be conducted with the agreement of the owner and occupier. 

 The property condition survey must be carried out by an independent, qualified 

assessor agreed to by Main Roads' Representative. The same assessor must be 

involved throughout the process including any subsequent investigations and 

recommendations resulting from complaints of damage. 

Project Engineer 
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 The survey must be carried out within the extent of the area that may be affected by 

the activity. As a minimum the extent of the property condition survey must be 

include; 

- All properties within 100 m of any construction activity; and 

- Any nearby properties of heritage significance. 

 Survey reports must include relevant photographs. A copy of the survey report must 

be provided to the owner of the building/structure and signed off by the owner as a 

correct record. A full set of survey reports must be provided to Main Roads' 

Representative. 

 Copies of post-construction survey reports must be provided to the owner of the 

building/structure and Main Roads' Representative. 

Environmental 

Inspections & 

Monitoring 

Monthly 

(Documented) 
To be complete via Beakon 

 

 

HSE Advisor (or 

delegate) 

Reporting 

As a minimum, monthly at site meetings 

 On request make vibration data available to MRWA rep on a monthly basis.  

 

Project Manager 
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12. APPENDIX C – EXAMPLE LETTER TO RESIDENTS FOR OUT OF HOURS WORK 
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13. APPENDIX D – NOISE COMPLIANCE CALCULATOR  

 

Figure 1: 1Example of noise calculation to be generated and included within out of hours NVMP’s for the CoF’s 

approval. Noise calculators are to take into consideration information contained within Section 7 of this Plan. 
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14. APPENDIX E - ALLOWABLE NOISE EMISSIONS 

Table 2: Allowable noise emissions as per the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997  

 

Note: 1 highly sensitive area means that area (if any) of noise sensitive premises comprising; a building, or a part of a 
building, on the premises that is used for a noise sensitive purpose; and any other part of the premises within 15 m 
of that building or that part of the building, that being a residential or accommodation purpose. Due to residential 
apartment buildings and hotels being in close proximity to the works, for the purpose of this management plan the 
‘Noise sensitive premise: highly sensitive area’ assigned levels will apply.  

 

 


